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The official collectors' edition is a must-have for every fan. Here's the behind-the-scenes scoop on

today's hottest TV show and its stars: Katie Holmes (Joey), James Van Der Beek (Dawson), Joshua

Jackson (Pacey), and Michelle Williams (Jen). This scrapbook is packed with information about the

show, including: Behind-the scenes news about the stars A "Did You Know" section of extra facts

about the show How "Dawson's Creek" came to be-- straight from Kevin Williamson, the hit TV

show's creator What made it into the show-- and what didn't: actual script reproductions from the

pilot episode "Dawson fasten your seat belt. It's going to be a bumpy life," and other favorite

character quotes Styles of the stars And over 80 full-color photos: close-up after close-up of your

favorite characters, great group shots, and scenic images of Capeside, the place that Joey,

Dawson, Pacey, and Jen call home. The real thing, straight from the show.
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This book will be a keepsake for me - there is so much great information complete with photos and

facts. I strongly recommend it if you are a Dawson's Creek fan!

This is a pretty cool little scrapbook, and great for a Dawson's Creek fan. If it included more

information it would be rated higher.

I made my way to the WB as a result of "Buffy the Vampire Slayer," so while I knew that "Dawson's



Creek" was their teen soap opera but when a SNL skit made reference to Pacey I thought that was

a different name for a girl. But when my students in Popular Culture begged to be able to write

about this show for their television papers I started watching it (the gang was graduating from

Capeside High in that episode). Last month when the show went into syndication and was available

on DVD I was able to go back and watch the show all the way from the beginning and on through

the grand finale (For the record, no, I was not surprised by who died or who Joey picked, not that I

necessarily approved of either decision). In that context it is interesting to check out "Dawson's

Creek: The Official Scrapbook" and relive the beginning once more.The most interesting thing is

that Kevin Williamson and the producers clearly thought that Michelle Williams as Jen, who had

been an alien in "Species" and was about to co-star in "Dick" with Kirsten Dunst, was supposed to

be the main female on the show. Of course, it ended up being Katie Holmes as Joey. Then there

was the matter of Dawson's hair during that first season, which might not have made James Van

Der Beek look five years young, but certainly made him look immature (although the book claims

the look is supposed to be "poetic"). Then there are the "More than 80 photos!" promised on the

cover, almost all of which are the four main heartthrobs in various combinations (but none of Joey

and Pacey, oddly enough), and which easily convince me that Michelle Williams smiling and

showing her teeth looks a lot better than smiling with just her lips (you have to pay attention to

details like this to really appreciate a show).The main thing is that this scrapbook is fan friendly. You

get short bios of both the four characters and the actors playing them, shots of the locations where

the show was filmed, shots of some of the favorite scenes, and the best lines from the first season

(e.g., "I just think out emerging hormones are destined to alter our relationship and I'm trying to limit

the fallout"). There is also a brief section on "Styles of the Stars" where we learn Pacey is "a D

student with a Julius Caesar haircut" and a couple of pages of actual scripts from the show (that is

"couple" as in two). The chief attraction remains the inside tidbits, as to who was creator Kevin

Williamson's high school sweetheart that served as the model for Joey (Fanny Norwood), the name

of Josh Jackson's Rhodesian Ridgeback (Shumba), and where they film the exterior scenes for

Capeside High (University of North Carolina at Wilmington). So, what you end up with is not great,

but certainly worthwhile at this price.

This book is a must have of any Dawson's Creek fan! The book doesn't have a story line like any

other Dawson's Creek book but describe the lifes of the 4 main characters in the Creek and in real

life. By reading this book you find out about the star's past , present and future television and film

jobs . The book gives you information about which star bring's his dog to work every day , what



starsign they are and what there nick-names were ! You also find out about the characters in the

creek which is a great help to those people who haven't seen Dawson's Creek and don't know the

back grounds of all the characters. If this hasn't grasped you there is a piece by the producer Kevin

Wialliamson with his thoughts and comments. The book also has a copy of some of the original T.V

script with Kevin Williamson comments . My favourite part of the book is a page full of some of the

most famous quotes ever in Dawson's Creek which reminds you of past events in the Creek. Over

all I find this book a inspiring guide to the minds of 4 of the most confused teenagers which makes it

a perfect guide to Dawson's Creek!

This is good for fans of dawsons creek. Its full of pictures, but most are from the first season. Its not

got a story line or anything its, just something to look threw that you would do very quickly and

probably never look at again. If you just love the show, your gonna want to get this, but i would

recoment getting one of the Dawsons Creek novels instead because they are far more entertaining!

The book is a must have even though the true fans probably already know all of this stuff. The book

has the best quotes and tells about the characters and the actors. The only thing people don't

probably know is about the changes in the piot script. Over all its a pretty good book.

Its cool if you like dawsons creek. Its about the cast and characters, their history and life, behind the

scenes, best catchphrases and some scripts from the show.
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